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WHY HAVE

A

CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION?
Gene Goldwasser

“Shall there be a convention to
revise the constitution and amend
the same?” That is the question voters
will be asked to approve when they go
to polls in New York State on November 7, 2017.
According to Richard Brodsky of
the Rockefeller Institute of Government, the New York State Constitution
“creates a structure and rules for how to govern. It sets
forth our values and priorities as human beings. Almost
every part of our social fabric is included: Schools: Article
11. Health Care: Article 11. Rights of Workers: Article 1.
Care for the Poor: Article 17.Treatment of Mentally Ill
and Disabled: Article 17. Environmental Protection: Article 14. Housing: Article 18.”
According to a Sienna Research Institute poll, 69% of
New Yorkers favor a constitutional convention while only
15% oppose it. The remaining 16% either have no opinion or don’t know enough about it at this time.
Since 1894, the New York State Constitution has
been changed more than 200 times through the process
built into the constitution that requires measures to be
passed by two separately elected bodies of the New York
Legislature, and then submitted to the voters for approval. This is a better, less expensive way to amend the state
constitution, as it targets specific areas that the public
thinks should be changed. When a constitutional convention is convened, everything in it is fair game. The delegates to the convention will be lobbied by those in favor
of opening public lands to fracking; or those who want
pensions for public employees changed; or those who
want to increase the number of charter schools allowed,
among a host of other changes favored by special interests. While some may see this ability to enact wholesale
changes in the constitution as an opportunity to restructure or streamline it and eliminate redundancies, we see
it as costly and potentially dangerous.
Regarding the cost factor, the elected delegates will
receive $79,500 each while they serve. Most of the delegates will be assemblymen or senators already serving as

legislators since it will be easier for them to collect the
number of signatures required to be on the ballot than
someone not connected to a political party. They will
also collect their regular salary as legislators -- $79,500 in
addition to the stipend for serving as delegates to the
convention. Add to that the number of staff each delegate needs as well as such costs as housing, catering,
printing and transportation, and the total cost of having
a constitutional convention is estimated to be $50 million to $350 million dollars. The last time a constitutional
convention was held in 1967, the changes proposed
were voted down by the voters making it an expensive
failure borne by the taxpayers.

Shall there be a convention to revise the
constitution and amend the same?
We say NO —
and we urge you to

vote NO
on November 7th
Gene Goldwasser served as principal of several NYS elementary schools for 24 years. Since his retirement, he has been an
adjunct professor at Hofstra, a coach with the Institute for Student Achievement and president of NYSRSAS.

Executive Board Meeting Dates
Members are welcome to attend our Executive Board
meetings. They begin at 10:00 a.m. and will be held at
the CAS offices, 1300 Veterans’ Memorial Highway, Suite
330, Hauppauge, NY 11788 on the following dates:
Wednesday, October 4
Wednesday, December 6
Wednesday, April 11
Wednesday, June 20
If you are able to join us, please call 631-761-5451 so we
can arrange for seating.
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NYSRSAS

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Always identify yourself as a NYSRSAS Member
whenever using the following benefits.

Eugene Goldwasser, President
Joseph Quinn, 1st Vice President
Patricia Galaskas, 2nd Vice President
Edward Price, Treasurer
Edward Bellomo, Recording Secretary

Sterling Optical.
Sure Sight eye care plan
800-Eyes-789
(800-393-7789)
VPS Vision Care
Eye exams and glasses—vsp.com
877-759-5758

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Francesca Ciolino-Volano, Education
Stewart Mortman, Political Action
John Wallace, Membership
Corine Lipset-Huberman, Newsletter
Ken Forman, Website Liaison

MEMBERS

AT

MVCP pre-negotiated new and used autos
800-345-0990.
Decide on the make and model as well as
features you want and then call MVCP .
They’ll contact a dealer and negotiate the
lowest possible price for you.

LARGE

Vincent Deland
Diane Druckman
John Fogliano
Jeff Hollander
Elliott Kigner
David Long
Marty Mandelker
Stan Opas
George Pincus
Jack Zamek

auto-price-finder.com & truecar.com
Get a free price quote on the make and model of the vehicle you want.
Car Rentals.
 Avis Worldwide 800-352-7900,
Rate code AWD S 061700.
(if trouble with discount code, call 800-831-8000)
 Alamo 800-354-2322.
Discount rate code 706768.

We welcome your comments on articles or current issues.
To start a discussion, contact us at

Southwest Airlines
800-435-9792
(20-50% discounts
for travelers over age 65)

info@nysrsas.org
Check Our Web Page!
http://nysrsas.org

Eastern Dental Plan [EDP]
This is a discounted dental program.
Phone 631-272-5230
Identify yourself as a NYSRSAS member for
best discount rates. Select from hundreds of
dentists on Long Island.
Also: vision plan, pet discount drugs, hearing
plan.

INSIDE THIS ISSUE:
P.1 — Why Have a Constitutional Convention?
P. 3 — Quarterly Query
P.4 — Charter School Teacher Training

United Health Programs of America
Identify yourself as a NYSRSAS member for dental and chiropractic rates.
Hugh Marasa, one of our members, is one of their agents
Ask for him.
Phone UHP—800-238-3884

P. 4— The Reflective Retiree
P 5— Constitutional Convention Fact Sheet
P. 6— Constitutional Convention and
Young Voters
P. 7 — Annual Luncheon

For additional hints for discounts in other areas,
visit our website:

P. 8 — Port City Ponderings

http://nysrsas.org/benefits
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CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION?

In our Spring Quarterly Query, we asked you to
speak to friends, relatives, acquaintances—about the Constitutional Convention. Sorry to say, we received no responses from our readers, but we did get information
from some of our Board members:
After attending several meetings regarding the
many negative implications of a constitutional convention
in New York, I was amazed and concerned by surveys indicating that 86 percent of respondents have little or no
knowledge of the proposition to hold a convention. Even
more concerning was that support for a convention among
union households is currently 60 percent. I therefore actively discussed this matter with a number of friends and
colleagues. One responded that people were unlikely to
vote against their financial interests. One of my students,
a young teacher on TRS tier 6, was rather unconcerned.
Retirement is a distant problem and her plan is far less
lucrative than other tiers. These responses are disconcerting and make it clear that a major information program is required especially among those who have the
most to lose in the event constitutional protection of public
employee pensions is modified.
Following these conversations, I had an opportunity to visit the school district where I served as superintendent. I found every teacher wearing a “vote no” button.
The union president presented me with buttons and stickers for the car. I also received a wallet sized convention
factsheet prepared by another NYSUT local. When discussing retirement cases with my education law students
at Stony Brook University, I was pleased to see that the
majority were well aware of the importance of the November vote. Nevertheless, these efforts must be intensified
for the NO VOTE to be successful. Without full support of
public employees and their families, the final decision
could be financially disastrous.
Edward Price
I was sitting in the lounge of our local Y and decided to ask several of the men seated nearby if they were
aware of the forthcoming proposition regarding a NYS
Constitutional Convention on the November 2017 ballot.
Their responses were as follows: I heard of it but I don’t
really know much about it; I don’t know anything about it;
I didn’t know there were any propositions on the ballot;
What is it? I don’t usually vote on the propositions since I
usually don’t know anything about them.
As you can see, we have a lot of work to do before
November. Please speak to your friends and family. Inform them of the negative effects on the general public of
possible amendments, as well as the ludicrously high cost
of a convention, paid for by the taxpayers.
Marty Mandelker

I specifically tried to speak to people of different
backgrounds and professions. One couple I spoke to was
a retired high school chairperson and his school book sales
spouse. The husband knew of the convention but wasn’t
too aware of the facts. His wife really did not know of it
at all. When I provided information about it, they both
immediately stated that they would vote against it. Next I
spoke about it to my book club. Most members were not
aware of the forthcoming ballot proposition. I spoke to an
Indivisible Resistance Group, politically Democratic. Aside
from several teachers in the group who had heard about
the convention from their respective teacher unions, others had no knowledge of it. This is why we are asking our
members to spread the word. Most people, especially
those who would not be likely to hear about it through
their employment, have no knowledge of the proposition.
They are likely to walk into the polling site, grab a ballot,
look at the propositions and say, “Well, if it’s on the ballot,
I guess it’s necessary and vote yes -- an absolute mistake.
Please share the contents of this newsletter with your
friends and family, stress the important benefits that may
be lost and the exorbitant cost if a yes vote prevails. Vote
NO on November 7th!
Corine Lipset-Huberman

Quarterly Query
SUMMER 2017
Thirty-seven states and the District of Columbia
permitted no-excuse early voting in some form in the November 2016 election. Two states -- Washington and
Oregon -- vote entirely by mail. A handful of states, including New York, will let you vote early only if you have
a valid excuse for not voting on Election Day. There is
consideration for no excuse early voting in the NY Senate
but as yet, no such bill has been passed.
Do you think New York State
should join with other states In providing
opportunities for early voting?
Please explain your answer.
e-mail your response to
info@nysrsas.org.
(Please include your name and
the district from which you retired.)
We hope to hear from you.
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CHARTER SCHOOL “DO IT YOURSELF” TEACHER TRAINING ?
Kenneth Forman
New teachers at some New York City charter schools
may soon have a new way to become certified—without
completing the typical New York State certification process. New regulations proposed by the SUNY Charter
School Committee would allow teachers at charter schools
authorized by SUNY to work without obtaining a masters
degree or passing state certification exams or taking
coursework in education. Instead, charter schools would
be allowed to use their own training programs to certify
teachers.
If this regulation is approved, it would be a win for
the charter schools, who might be struggling to hire certified teachers. The charter schools contend that the state’s
regulations don’t correlate with effective teaching. The
current rule for charters allows only up to 15 teachers to
be uncertified in each school. The proposed change in the
regulation would permit prospective new teachers to complete 30 hours of instruction in education and log 100
hours of teaching experience under the supervision of a
certified teacher. However, this proposal would only pertain to SUNY charter schools; the teachers would be uncertified if they left for a regular school position.
The SUNY Charter School Committee chair suggested
that charter schools have identified what they perceive as

a gap in their ability to hire teachers to meet and comply
with state regulations. These charter schools contend
that they are getting better results for their kids without
the certification process.
Who’s against this? ME, Commissioner Elia and the
Board of Regents Chair Betty Rosa! (I’m sure a majority
of teachers, supervisors and superintendents would
agree with us.) Children would be short-changed by having teachers who are inadequately prepared having completed only a short-termed cookie cutter training program.
Then why is this a possibility? Because it’s less expensive to get uncertified teachers and train them in
“cookie cutter” instruction then to hire all state certified
personnel. Remember many charter schools are also “for
profit” institutions! It’s hard to fathom that SUNY would
stand against its own philosophy in preparing teachers
for educational opportunities, especially since SUNY
teacher candidates have to complete a rigorous certification process. We will have to wait and see!
Kenneth Forman, Ph.D, has had extensive experience as an
administrator in various New York public school systems. He
currently serves as an adjunct professor in the Educational
Leadership program at Stony Brook University.

FROM THE DESK OF: The Reflective Retiree

Corine Lipset-Huberman

FRICK AND FRACK AT DINNER . . . INDIGESTION FOLLOWS
(Frick and Frack are seated in their favorite local restaurant)
FRICK:
FRACK:

FRICK:
FRACK:
FRICK:
FRACK:
FRICK:

FRACK:
FRICK:
FRACK:
FRICK:
FRACK:

What would you like for dinner tonight, my dear?
Truthfully, I’m not very hungry this evening. I’m really upset over Trump’s latest tweets and the possibility
of cooperating with Putin on cybersecurity. I’m worried we might wake up one morning and find that America is annexed to Russia.
Don’t you think you’re being unfair? The President is really a very smart man. He’s handled numerous
business dealings. He knows how to negotiate. He’s the master of the deal. Everyone says so.
He may have been at one time but he doesn’t seem so savvy now. He puts his foot in his mouth every time
he opens his mouth. And if he was such a great businessman, how come he’s had so many bankruptcies?
I think President Trump is doing just what he promised. He put a conservative judge on the Supreme Court,
he’s trying to repeal Obamacare, tackling immigration, being tough on terrorism, and working on tax cuts.
Oh yeah, tax cuts for the very rich. It looks like the poor and the middle class aren’t going to get anything.
Well, the poor have had a free ride long enough. Free health insurance, free food with food stamps, those
who don’t want to work get welfare. And who pays for it? We do, the middle class. We don’t have the tax
write-offs that the wealthy have. We don’t get the hand-outs that the poor get.
You think people want to be on welfare? I don’t believe that for a minute.
You’re a dreamer, Frack. An idealist. You always were. You even thought Obama was great!
I don’t agree with everything that he did or didn’t do. But I think he did some great things.
Oh yeah, name some.
Well, he managed to get a health insurance program through Congress. He admitted
(cont’d on page 5)
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NYS C ON S T I T UT I ON AL C ON VE N T I O N – D O W E N E E D O N E ?

A F A CT S HE E T

Every 20 years, NYS voters are asked the following question: “Shall there be a convention to revise the constitution and amend the same?” This question will be on the November 7, 2017 ballot. In 1997, voters rejected a Constitutional Convention. In 1967, a Convention took place, but then voters rejected the recommended revisions.
The Process:
Process
November 2017—voters decide whether or not to hold a Constitutional Convention.
November 2018 — voters elect delegates to the Convention (if it is approved in 2017). Each of the 63 state Senate
districts is allotted three (3) delegates plus 15 at large delegates, for a total of 204 delegates. Delegates can be elected
officials including NYS legislators and political party leaders. Moreover, they can hold both positions concurrently, collecting both salaries.
April, 2019—the Convention would begin and must stay in session for a minimum of six [6] weeks. Each delegate
would receive $79,500 for every year or part of a year that the Convention is in session. Add room and board for delegates
and staff, printing and other expenses, and the estimated costs for the Constitutional Convention range from $50-$300
million depending on how long it is in session.
November 2020 at the earliest (assuming the Convention lasts no more than the required 6 weeks—a fairly unlikely possibility) any recommended changes to the constitution must be submitted to the voters.
January 2021 (again, the earliest possible date) —If approved in November 2020, changes would take effect .
What are some of the things that could be changed, amended or gutted?
Anything and everything.
The constitution establishes the structure of our government and its powers regarding public education, the environment, social welfare, workers’ compensation, state budget spending caps, labor’s right to organize, retirement security/
pensions, gun laws and myriad other areas. Rumors of possible changes to be considered range from good, to bad, to truly
strange.
Is there another way to change or amend the NYS Constitution?
Yes, by amendments initiated by the legislature [NYS Constitution, Article XIX, Section 1]. These amendments
must be passed by the majority of the elected members of each house of the legislature in two consecutive election years,
and then by a majority of voters voting on the amendments in a general election. .
The NYS Constitution of 1894, as amended, is the official document currently in force. Over 225 amendments have
been added to the Constitution since 1895. Most recently [2013] this procedure was used for amendments approved by
voters to permit land swaps in the Adirondacks and to expand casino gambling in selected locations in the state.
Do we need a Constitutional Convention?
There are undoubtedly items in the current constitution that one might want to change. However, the staggering
cost of holding a Constitutional Convention consumes tax dollars that could be put to better use improving our schools,
parks, roads and infra-structure. And the fact is, there is another, much less costly, way to amend the constitution legislatively, as described above.
Recommendation
While each voter must make his or her own decision, holding a Constitutional Convention seems economically foolish indeed. The cost to the taxpayer would be enormous and unwarranted. It is strongly recommended that you vote NO to the
proposition “Shall there be a convention to revise the constitution and amend the same?”

FRICK

FRICK:

FRACK:
FRICK:
FRACK:
FRICK:

AND

FRACK

AT

DINNER . . . INDIGESTION FOLLOWS

(cont’d from page 4)

it needed some fixing, but the present Congress is too stubborn to repair the ACA, not repeal it. Look what
they’re proposing. Millions of people would lose their health insurance totally. Obama managed to get
most of the world to join the Paris climate agreement, but Trump stupidly resigned from it. He restored
America’s status so other countries respected us, which Trump is quickly reversing.
Yeah, he was really great. The country will go broke if the ACA is allowed to continue. Besides, the insurance companies are all leaving it. The Paris agreement wasn’t favorable to the U.S. and the trade agreements that Clinton and Obama favored did not help American workers. So what do you say to that?
I say let’s go home. I’m too upset to eat dinner.
Me too. Let’s go home. I’ll make myself some hot dogs.
You know hot dogs give you indigestion.
I know. But this conversation gave me indigestion. So I might as well get something I like out of it.
I’m going to have hot dogs!
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THE NYS CONSTITUTIONAL CONVENTION

AND

YOUNG VOTERS
Francesca Ciolino-Volano

It will be interesting to see how my Nassau Community students will react to another electoral challenge,
especially since the outcome of last year’s election may
have left them a bit disillusioned; however, exposure to
the Constitution’s agenda, newspaper articles, essays,
and letters to their congressmen should inflame their
sense of pride and civic-mindedness.
As an adjunct instructor, I have an ideal opportunity to work with young people on two campuses, and
urge them to get involved to defeat the reopening of the
NYS Constitutional Convention in November. It’s my civic
duty, too.

During the fall of the presidential election of
2016, I was teaching my Basic Education students at Nassau Community College about strategies to improve their
writing skills. We often used articles from The New York
Times or other sources as motivation. Before long, I realized that my students were more invested in the Clinton/
Trump debates than in proofreading and revising their
essays. They were concerned about immigration issues,
women’s rights, and the disjointed propaganda candidate Trump spewed so well. It was one thing to use topics as writing prompts, and quite another to discuss their
opinions and points of view. These were young voters
about to cast their ballot for the first time!
For the most part, the Nassau Community College campus had thrown its support to Hillary Clinton
after the July Democratic Convention. While some BERNIE signs remained, Clinton seemed the only choice at
that point. We followed poll numbers and the unforeseen and ill-timed Comey email revelations, and no one
could have been more devastated than my students, the
entire campus, and me after the election and Hillary’s
defeat. The black and Latino student population understood that if the newly-elected president carried forward
his hateful agenda, then life would change for many of
them. We watched Hillary’s concession speech the day
after the election as mourners at a wake.
For my student teachers at Queens College, both
undergrad and graduate students, the appointment of
Betsy DeVos as Secretary of Education gave us lots to
discuss at our weekly seminars. These prospective newcomers to the teaching field had plenty to confront with
their student teaching issues, the edTPA requirements,
and countless assessment tests for NYS certification, but
it became necessary to add Betsy DeVos to their course
of study as well.
Come the fall semester, I plan to work with both
my Nassau Community and Queens College students
about the upcoming 2017 election and the NYS Constitutional Convention proposition. My Queens College student teachers will not only have an opportunity to research and report on the details of the Constitution as a
group, but also interview their cooperating teachers and
UFT school representatives in their assigned placements.
During the 2017 spring semester at Queens College, I
was assigned two full-time teachers as Educational Leadership candidates who were incredibly well-informed on
the stakes of reopening the NYS Constitution. Also, I plan
to get the word out to my colleagues about this issue’s
importance at our supervisors’ meeting in September.

Francesca Ciolino-Volano taught in secondary schools in New
York City and on Long Island. She presently serves as an adjunct professor at Nassau Community College and as a lecturer/supervisor of student teachers at Queens College.

PORT CITY PONDERINGS
(cont’d from page 8)
proceeded in and took their seats in an orderly manner.
They listened attentively to the comments of the designated speakers and responded suitably. The ceremony
was televised for the audience via the stadium’s jumbotron scoreboard to help the audience follow the events
on the stage.
The real test came when two-thirds through the
reading of the graduates’ names as they received their
diplomas the sound system went dead! During the ensuing twenty-five minutes until sound was restored and
the ceremony could continue, everyone remained seated chatting with one another. The jumbotron operator
helped considerably by scanning the arena with his camera selecting individuals, groups and even several service
dogs to display on the screen. Shortly before the sound
came back he caught a young man walking up to one of
the women graduates and holding out his hand as if inviting her to dance. When she rose, he dropped to one
knee, held out a ring, and proposed marriage! Everyone
in the arena applauded and loudly cheered. She did say
“Yes.”
I could not have been more pleased both with
the commencement ceremony and the demeanor of
everyone present. To paraphrase an old vaudeville expression, “It played very well in Peoria.”
A former editor of the NYSRSAS Newsletter, Joe Marchese received his Ph.D degree from St. John's University. He retired as
Assistant Principal of Half Hollow Hills H.S East.
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J UNE 2017—NYSRSAS L UNCHEON
We were pleased to welcome Barry Kaufman, President of the NYS Alliance for Retired
Americans, as our guest speaker. Mr. Kaufman spoke at length, employing excellent visuals, providing us with information about the proposed Trump/Ryan Health Care Bill
(AHCA). While the proposed bill has undergone several changes since Mr. Kaufman’s talk,
with attempts to appease the far right and the more moderate of the Republican party,
the essence of the bill remains the same -- over 20 million Americans would lose their
health care over a period of time, funding for Medicaid would be drastically cut (by over
$800 billion), older Americans
would lose the most and the most
wealthy would gain the most. Not
a pretty picture, indeed!
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PORT CITY PONDERINGS
Joe Marchese
There are several occasions in
our lifetime which should be celebrated
with proper solemnity and decorum.
Apart from the obvious religious observances, I would so designate high school
and college graduations which mark significant achievements in students’ education and training. My years as a high
school administrator, as well as my seven
children and fifteen grandchildren, have given me (and
are still giving me) ample opportunity to experience the
changing behavior of both students and their family and
friends at many graduation ceremonies which detracts
from the dignified mood the celebration deserves.
I first noticed the changes in the early 1970s with
the advent of graduates batting beach balls around during the program and guests in the audience cheering and
or shouting as individual graduates’ names were announced, despite being asked to refrain from any cheering or applause until all graduates had been announced
so that each name might be clearly heard. Next came
the air horns which have grossly added to the distracting
clamor. More recently now we have noisy demonstrations, walkouts and other disruptions in opposition to
the commencement speaker, to some aspect of the university, or to the cause de jour, none of which have anything to do with honoring the graduates’ accomplishments. As an aside, I strongly feel that no commencement address should be a blatantly partisan political
speech.
Various news media reported that a number of
students and other attendees walked out in protest of
Vice President Mike Pence who was to deliver the commencement address at Notre Dame University’s cere-

mony this past May. An article in Fort Wayne, Indiana’s
The News Sentinel noted that about 150 people, including students as well as family members, left without
hearing any part of the speech, “small potatoes compared to the 3,000 students in the graduating class ….”
Ironically, Pence’s address was about the decline
of free speech on campuses. He emphasized his point by
maintaining, “If the emanation of free speech were
charted on a map like infrared heat signatures, one
would hope that universities would be the hottest places, red and purple, not dark blue and white, frozen into
cant, orthodoxy and intellectual stasis. This university is
a vanguard of freedom of expression and the free exchange of ideas at a time, sadly, when free speech and
civility are waning on campuses across America.” I seem
to hear echoes of John Henry Newman’s The Idea of a
University reverberating.
Pence further stressed, “Far too many campuses
across America have become characterized by speech
codes, safe zones, tone policing, administrationsanctioned political correctness -- all of which amounts
to nothing less than suppression of the freedom of
speech. These all-too-common practices are destructive
of learning ….”
This past May I attended the commencement
ceremony of Bradley University in Peoria at which one of
my grandsons received his degree in electrical engineering. Since the ceremony was to take place in a large
sports stadium with nearly 1,400 students receiving degrees from eight divisions of the school, including the
graduate school, I wondered beforehand if the behavior
of both the graduates and the audience would be appropriate. I need not have been concerned. The graduates

(continued on page 6)
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